The Envases range of containers:

The perfect FlexoClose starter pack for your needs

Safe packaging for hazardous goods and more
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We will be more than glad to work
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Container characteristics / dimensions

Volume range

Approval

Plug lid pail,
diameter of 163/155 mm

2,5 – 3,5 liters

UN/1A2/Y/100/D/BAM 5837 KHV

design and layout for integrating a
FlexoClose system into an existing
or new filling system. By taking
advantage of our experience with

Tapered plug lid pail,
diameter of 185/173 mm

4,0 – 6,0 liters

UN/1A2/Y/100/D/BAM 4941 KHV

a wide variety of filling and closing
systems, you can rest assured knowing

Tapered plug lid pail,
diameter of 230/217 mm

5,0 - 12,0 liters

Tapered plug lid pail or hobbock,
diameter of 280/262 mm

12,0 – 20,0 liters

UN/1A2/Y/100/D/BAM 5322 KHV

Tapered plug lid hobbock or pail,
diameter of 328/312 mm

20,0 - 33,0 liters

UN/1A2/Y/100/D/BAM 4213 KHV

UN/1A2/Y/100/D/BAM 9084 KHV
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The entire system features a
can be expanded as necessary.

Zone 1 T4 for operation in haz-

- 1.300 mm deep / 2.290 mm

Individual steps can be omitted

ardous locations.

tall

n

Operation with compressed air

The step of automatically clos-

only; a pressure of at least 5

ing lids and lever lock rings as

bar is required.

all expansions.

system for clamping ring containers

Space required for the system:
- 3.075 bis 4.700 mm wide

n
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n

n

CE marking, ATEX certified for
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A modern, automatic closing

CE Declaration of Conformity,

modular design, meaning it

or added later on.
n

n

n
n

Cycle rate max. 7 container/

Conveyor

system

Always the right sealing system:
Flexible, modular and expandable

alignment

height: 480 mm.

Envases FlexoClose can not only be

For more details, please refer

customized to meet your specific

to our Technical Information
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together with your requirements.
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A

single
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Prepare your company for the fu-

low barriers to entry (see reverse).
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a new closing system can provide

n
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n

The fully automatic version

by helping you automate your filling

takes care of the lid / clamping
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performs

and closing processes. The advan-

ring closing operation and ac-

with an automatic lid / clamp-

operations

tages behind FlexoClose are not just

cordingly focuses primarily on

ing ring combination applica-

Applying the lid / clamping

limited to reducing your total oper-

providing ergonomic benefits

tion module or an automatic

ring combination, opening and

ating costs, but also include maxi-

by eliminating the physical ef-

locking pin insertion module.

closing the clamping rings on

mizing the output and flexibility of

fort involved in closing clamp-

Meanwhile, the containers will

the containers, and inserting

your production operations.

ing rings. With this system, the
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the locking pin. Meanwhile, the

following actions are all per-

discharge with the use of a
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FlexoClose represents the latest

formed manually: Applying the

transfer system.

feeding and discharge with the

generation of closing machines for

lid / clamping ring combination,

medium and large industrial tinplate

conveying the containers for

packaging (5.0 – 33.0 liters) with

feeding and discharge, and in-
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serting the locking pin.

the

following
automatically:

use of a transfer system.

variable system, it is designed to
enable you to close up to five con-

Process step / sequence

Base system

Semi-automatic*

Fully automatic

tainer diameters with the use of a
single system.
FlexoClose makes it possible to
close standard tinplate packaging –
especially pails and hobbocks used
for hazardous materials – with a

1.

Feeding the filled, open
container

Manual

Manual

Automatic

2.

Applying the lid with the
clamping ring on the filled
container

Manual (+ aligning the
clamping ring)

Optional:
Manual or automatic *

Automatic

3.

Automatically closing the
lid with the clamping ring

Automatic after two-hand
control is activated

Automatic

Automatic

4.

Inserting the locking pin
into the clamping ring

Manual

Optional:
Manual or automatic *

Automatic

5.

Discharging the closed
container and conveying
it away

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

clamping ring in an automated and
ergonomic manner. This eliminates
the need to manually close lock

Station 4

Station 3

Station 2

Station 1

rings, which not only renders work

Locking pin is placed

Clamping ring is closed

Clamping ring is

Container is centered

for your staff more ergonomic and

placed into the

and lid placed

much less exhausting, but also max-

closing position

imizes productivity.

* With the semi-automatic version, you have the option of working without the “2. Lid
applicator” and “4. Pin inserter” modules or to select them individually as an automatic
process step. If both modules are selected, this will be the same as using the fully automatic
version.

